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Really nice retro action shooter with view from the sky. U control a small ship breaking enemy lines and clearing enemy bases.
Still supported: steam cloud and new AMMO multiplayer mode announced.. The idea behind this game is great but the product
should never have been released as is. It's far too buggy, with serious lag issues and freezing up of text boxes. Also, the starting
difficulty is far too high and much information crucial to completing quests is left out or stated in an extremely general and
vague way. I suggest that the developers withdraw this game for now, iron out the glitches, tone down the starting difficulty
level, and provide clearer instructions. Then I'd be happy to reconsider it. As it stands now, I cannot recommend Void
Monsters.. I love Endless Space 2, it is one of my favorite games of all time, and my favorite 4x game ever. But this DLC is
probably the weakest link in Endless Space's wonderful lineup of add-on content.

I would personally advise against getting this DLC (and suggest picking up every single other one). The new empire is an
awesome idea, and so is the new hacking mechanic, but they are fundamentally flawed in a way that makes me think there is
little chance it will all be fixed.

In short, having your empire hacked every other turn and having to manually search for the effects, lower happiness of your
citizens to root out sleepers, having your empire's government type change periodically, is all not very fun. It could be, if the
game gave you more tools to see what is going on, and have a genuine impact on it, but alas, the mechanic is just not as fleshed
out as it could have been. I hold out hope they will fix it, but I fear they may already be working on the next DLC. Either way,
this game is great, so don't let one bad DLC scare you away from an otherwise incredible 4x experience.. Starting off, I
condsider my self a seasoned gamer playing title like fallout new vegas and the witcher 3 and enjoying them a lot but those
games are garbage in comparison of this game. The level design is unmatched and is immersive, deep and engaging. The
graphics make any game look like a \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665how becasue they are that good. The intresting
charecters and fast paced gameplay and I forgot to mention the bottle mode witch is another masterpiece in itself and deserves a
review of its own. The music rivals soundtracks like hotline miami and pulp fiction. 11\/10. Flower Shop: Winter in Fairbrook
has you spending more time planting flowers and planning your schedule than interacting with the other characters, which are all
rather bland and shallow. If you want a farming game or a VN there are better options. If you want both at once...there are still
better options.. Fun, short game that offers a lot of value for its low price. Local coop and full controller support make it a great
game to explore with friends.
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Bought this game yesterday because I was having some friends over. We planned on playing a bunch of games but ended up
playing just this for most of the day. It's very fun! We played a variety of game modes in the afternoon and mostly just played
Last Man Standing in the evening, as we perceived that one to be the most fun. We only didn't like the football one.

Some criticism though:
We were playing with 4 people and filled the remaining 4 slots with bots. Bot difficulty was a bit iffy. On higher difficulties
bots have excellent timing with their sword swings, making them practically impossible to beat in toe-to-toe melee combat.
However, even on Extreme difficulty the AI is still dumb as bricks, so if given enough freedom you can easily outsmart them.
This makes the optimal difficulty vary a lot between game modes. For example, modes like Arms Race which just focus on
killing as fast as possible were best played on regular difficulty, while on Last Man Standing even on Extreme difficulty the bots
struggled to keep up with the players.. because i have a small hp laptop i cant play magic lantern because it is not strong enough!
. I will give this game thumbs down just because um... i guess... well... i'm sorry... uh... i don't know... oh dear... the dialogues
are just.. well you know... long and meaningless... and frustrating and well... uh.. hm.. ah.. uh.. yeah... EFFING HATE THE
DIALOGUES THEY RUINED THE WHOLE GAME

the praise:
-decent and concise graphics whole over
-enjoyable soundtrack
-fluent gameplay
-protagonist gives you hints if you are on to something

the nag:
-Ben is completely useless coward, WHY were your even included!?
-dialogs are an overacted abonation of ums and wells
-protagonist is an apologetic pushover goody-two-shoes. I will admit - This game is pretty fun to play - the sad thing is, is that
you can't really find many people to play with as it's not a very big game - It has a lot of potential to be the next best unique
game to hit steam!

I like the concept behind the whole game and I look forward to further developments to come from the dev(s).

May I suggest a few things though... Crafting. This game needs some sort of crafting menu, such as building generators to power
up flood lights - Anything to do with lighting as this game is practically based on shining lights in Zombies faces...

Yes that doesn't sound fun at all but believe me - It is actually quite fun!

This game hasn't been out long but it's currently in a playable state - Meaning there isn't really that many issues with it.

I look forward to further updates from this game :). Very fun game, great story and lots of fun magic build options.. It's a fun
little game that, when you're bored, can play and hope to achieve a new high score by stacking blocks. Personally, it's well worth
my $0.50.
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